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A resolution which authorizes 
ASI to execute a five-year lease 
with the state for the Children’s 
Center was passed unanimously 
Wednesday at the Student 
Senate meeting.
Also passed was a resolution 
authoriziilg ASI to execute con­
tracts with the state.
A decision on a bill that would 
allow some ASI executives to 
sign contracts without senate 
approval was postponed to 
change key elements in the text, 
said Courtney C an terbury , 
senator from the School of 
Liberal Arts and sponsor of the 
bill.
The bill will be rewritten to in­
clude the fo lowing changes.
□The limit set on the extent of 
documents that must go before 
the Student Senate before sign­
ing will be changed from docu­
ments binding for more than one 
year or more than $5,000 to 
documents binding for more than 
one year or more than $2,000.
□The ASI president will be add­
ed to the list of executives allow­
ed to sign such documents.
“ These are precautionary 
measures for the ASI president 
and the executive director,’’ said 
Canterbury. “ We thought that a 
$5,000 limit was a little steep’’ 
for contracts that could be sign­
ed without going through the 
Student Senate, she said.
The bill will be voted on in 
three weeks.
 t  i ,  xecu­
tive Director Roger Conway gave 
a quick review of last year’s ASI, 
Children’s Center and University 
Union audits. He warned the 
senators to review the texts 
carefully, saying that annual 
audits are “ like going to the doc­
tor for a physical’’ — although it 
may be unpleasant, it is neces­
sary.
New ground breaks in architectural engineering
Professor’s study aims 
at making buildings 
more earthquake safe
By Floyd Jones
Editor
The man in the control booth called out 
“ stand by’’ and rattled off some technical 
terms like “ 1 3/4 inches command 
displacement’’ and “ five-tenths of a 
hertz.’’
Soon after, a large hydraulic pump 
mounted at one end of an overhead rec­
tangular spider web of steel beams began 
gently moving back and forth. It pushed 
and pulled on an 8-by-lO-foot, 4,000-pound 
concrete wall. A couple of moments and a 
few squeaks later, a loud pop broke the 
tension in the air and the pump stopped 
moving.
“ Did you hear that?’’ another man ask­
ed as he walked toward the man in the 
control booth.
The man in the booth poked a few but­
tons, called out another stand by, and the 
wall began to move. This time the connec­
tions at the top snapped, • letting the wall 
gracefully slam into a steel beam six in­
ches away.
“ Can you imagine that panel falling 
from 15 stories?’’ the man outside the 
booth asked his audience of reporters and 
photographers. Another question.
The man’s name is Satwant Rihal, a Cal 
Poly architectural engineering professor, 
and he asks such hypothetical questions 
for a reason. They are the questions he 
said architects and building planners are 
now faced with because of devastating 
earthquakes in recent years which have 
caused thousands of deaths around the 
world.
Rihal has grappled with the study of 
building design since 1979, but has 
centered his efforts on the heavy outside 
components of buildings for the past few 
years. He’s conducted a three-year study 
on a $122,000 grant from the National 
Science Foundation, an organization that 
awards money for scientific and techno­
logical studies. Cal Poly is one of five 
other California universities awarded NSF 
grants for study of earthquake effects on 
buildings.
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Satwant Rihal, giving a briaf introduction bafora tha aarthquaka aimuiatlon taat on thaalght by 10*foot, 4,000 pound camant wall.
This particular demonstration, con­
ducted yesterday in a test room at the 
west end of the Engineering West Build­
ing, marked the end of Rihal’s study from 
which he’s compiled useful design imfor- 
mation. His study also marks a beginning.
The jarring effects of the Japan earth­
quake in 1981, the Mexico quake more 
than two years ago and the Los Angeles
quake a week ago, Rihal said, has slapped 
designers and architects in the face with 
the reality that current design procedures 
need to be updated.
The test incorporated typical charac­
teristics of earthquakes: cycle, the time it 
takes for a structure to sway one way and 
move back; distance, how far a structure 
moves in each direction; period, the time it
takes to complete one cycle; and frequen­
cy, the number of cycles per second, 
measured in hertz.
Rihal said the earthquake charac­
teristics in his test were similar to those in 
the Mexico quake.
The hydraulic pump provided the ear­
thquake movement, and electronic sensors
See PROJECT, page 5
Environmental group fights against chemical shipment
WASHINGTON (AP) — A 
toxic rocket fuel component 
which the Air Force is shipping 
by truck around the country 
threatens a “ Bhopal on our 
highways,’’ an environmental 
group charged Thursday.
Los Angeles and 11 other 
California cities are included in a 
list of 41 U.S. cities sharing the 
danger of a toxic spill during 
such highway shipments.
The chemical, nitrogen tetrox- 
ide, is as toxic as methyl iso­
cyanate, the pesticide raw mate­
rial that killed more than 2,000
people and injured about 100,000 
in a leak from a Union Carbide 
Co. plant, in Bhopal, India, in 
December 1984, said Fred Millar 
of the Environmental Policy In­
stitute.
Among the larger cities that 
nitrogen tetroxide shipments are 
driven through or near are Los 
Angeles; Dallas-Fort Worth; El 
Paso, Texas; Jacksonville, Fla.; 
Denver and Albuquerque, N.M., 
the institute said.
Other California cities along 
the shipment routes include 
S a c ra m e n to . B a k e rs f ie ld ,
Stockton, Ontario, Pomona, 
Pasadena, Glendale, Burbank, 
Thousand Oaks, Ventura and 
Santa Barbara.
In C a lifo rn ia , the sta te 
Legislature already has ruled 
that the shipments must take the 
same routes as explosives, but 
some still are going through Los 
Angeles, Millar said.
The H ouse  G o v ern m en t 
Operations subcommittee on 
governm ent activ ities and 
transportation has scheduled a 
hearings on the issue next Wed­
nesday in Washington and Oct.
19 in Los Angeles.
Transport of the chemical 
along the routes now being used 
is endangering an estimated 11 
million people in 41 cities, he 
said.
“ We’re trying to deal with this 
before we have a Bhopal on our 
highways,’’ Millar said, adding, 
“ This stuff is extraordinarily 
dangerous.’*
Millar said the institute, a 
W ashington-based advocacy 
group that lobbies on behalf of 
environmental causes, has urged 
See C H EM IC A LS, page S
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Editorial
Enduring the burden
of an overachieving 
degree program
A s we are all painfully aware, it is that midterm time of year again. And when the caffeine begins its all 
night flow, the value of our system is called into ques­
tion.
Just how much learning becomes permanent under the 
quarter system? How well is knowledge digested in 
preparation for a multiple-choice, computer-graded ex­
am? In honest terms, learning in this situation is merely 
a concept.
A college degree is a fine thing, but when unsupported 
by knowledge of the world it becomes a spineless docu­
ment. The accellerated pace of the four-quarter year lit­
erally gags students with information: names, places 
and figures without connection to the here-and-now; no 
rationalization with current events.
Forced to take 15 to 18 classes in a school year versus 
10 to 12, students have much less meaningful time for 
each course. With three weeks to understand seven 
chapters in each of five classes before midterms spaced 
only a few hours or days apart, digestion and learning 
are nil. By necessity, students must cram information 
piece by piece to be prepared. Yes, we pass and even get 
excellent grades when tested on this information, but 
only because testing procedures support these study 
habits. Understanding is absent. The facts we learn are 
forgotten within minutes of the test because we no 
longer feel a need to know them. The test is over.
But it’s not. The real test is life itself. A large percen­
tage of modern college students are not prepared for this 
test. When asked about the Civil War, the greatest test 
of our nation, an alarming number of people will say it 
was fought over slavery. But the Civil War was fought 
over states’ rights and state sovereignty, and this fight 
determined many of the relationships within our gov­
ernment today.
Ignorance is bliss, they say. Well, in that case, Cal Po­
ly graduates must be among the happiest degree holders 
on earth. We are here to get educated, not just to learn a 
trade and get a job. Accumulating knowledge in this 
setting takes the kind of personal initiative and com­
mitment that is sorely lacking in modern students.
The solution lies in placing less demand on quarter- 
educated students so they have time to learn. Reduce 
the number of units required for a degree so students’ 
time can be budgeted better toward the degree. Narrow 
the scope of particular classes so that the amount of 
material covered is reasonable and can be handled fairly. 
Change testing methods to stress the understanding of 
inform ation, not just the accumulation of it.
Cal Poly students are buried under the weight of their 
“ education.”  They work hard to dig themselves out, and 
they succeed. But their reward is often a formless degree 
that serves only to employ. Succeeding in life and 
employment requires much more.
BLOOM COUNTY
Q
Facetious media dog 
controling Central Coast
In case you’re wondering about that ridiculous photograph I seem to appear in with this col umn, well, heck, the mystery is over. Pull up a chair, put up the ol’ feet, loosen your belt and I’ll 
tell you.
First off, that’s not really me. That’s just some 
cardboard dummy the 
staff pulls out of storage A DUa 
and props up when the w w w w
head brass walks by. At 
least that’s what they 
tell me.
Secondly, I appear to 
be holding an animal of 
some kind, like a duck.
Hold onto your Lotto 
tickets, ’cause it is a 
duck. And it’s ceramic.
This is the o ffic ial 
mascot of that fighting 
paper. Mustang Daily, 
and apparently we the 
staff are all quite proud 
of it. Yes, sirree. So I’ve been told.
In fact, that duck is the only remaining item of 
the “ old guard.’’ Yes, it’s a new year, a new crew, 
and boy-oh-boy, have we got improvements. Im­
provements coming out of our ears. Yes, we’re 
entering into the sizzling hi-tech communications
of the 1980s, just in time for 1990. We’ve got to
improve, mostly because last year we lost so much 
mon ... um, I mean, urn ... cough ... we’re improv­
ing because YOU the reader demand it!
For openers, we’re beefing up our coverage so we 
can become the news beacon of the Central Coast.
We’ll have San Luis Obispo covered head to toe, 
east to west. The buyout of the Telegram-Tribune 
and KSBY-TV went smoother than expected. It 
was too bad we had to fire everyone and replace 
them with foreign laborers, but these things hap­
pen. Good riddance. Don’t worry, though, we still 
have Rick Martel and Sandy Moss under lock and 
key.
And that’s not all. In the next few days. 
Mustang bureaus will be popping up all over the 
globe, including L.A., New York, Washington, 
London, Moscow and Chico. Each one of them will 
be providing 24-hour up-to-the-minute coverage 
from the crack staff you’ve come to know and love.
I think.
Stewart
McKenzie
There’s still more! Just watch us grow ... 152 
pages, all in color, including a real neat three- 
dimensional weather map. Exciting 32-part series’, 
including “ Donkeys: An Asset or Just Asses” and 
our Pulitzer-prize winning “ Do the Swiss Know
What the University Dining Room is Doing to
Their Steaks?” Within 
days, be on the lookout 
for Erma Bombeck’s col­
umn, the comic strip 
“ Nancy,” and the ever- 
popular “ Win at Bridge.” 
We’re even thinking of 
asking old Pres. Baker 
baby and Stan Van Vleck 
(ASI’s head honcho) to 
do a column for us. 
Maybe like advice for 
prepubescent teens or 
somethin’. Or “ Fun With 
RV’s.”
But wait — don’t 
forget ... we’re going to 
three issues daily, seven days a week, 365 days a
year. We’re not forgetting those with the Satur- 
day-Sunday classes. We’ll be with you, every day. 
And buy a subscription early, they’re goin’ fast for
The buyout of the Telegram- Tribune and KSBY-TV went smoother than expected. It was too bad we had to fire everyone.
$19.95 (free Bash-O-Matic knife included. Keep it 
as a free gift if not satisfied.)
So be on the lookout. We’ll have this all ready by 
next week. Well, maybe next month. Next year? 
I’m not completely sure ... I heard all this second 
hand, you know. And I believe every word of it. 
Yup.
While I’m waiting. I’ll spend my spare minutes 
worshipping the duck, swat at bats in the Graphic 
Arts building, and watch our typesetting com­
puters go screwy as our Indian Summer of Love 
continues.
Stewart McKenzie is slave help.
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PARKING PERMITS: I t’s true. Dorm
residents should pay $75 a year to park seven miles 
away from their own homes. Also true is the fact 
that faculty should be allowed the closest parking 
places on campus. But we feel that isn’t enough. 
Each faculty and staff member should have a 
garage adjacent to his office. A shuttle service to 
take them to their classes might not be a bad idea.
CAMPUS FOOD: In addition to requiring dorm 
residents to pay for a 50 meal-a-week plan, it seems 
more than fair — in fact, quite benevolent that 
meal card values stagnate while food prices sky­
rocket. And isn’t Icelandic Cod worth the sacrifice!
ENGLISH CLASSES: Please don’t despair. We 
know this is a.hackneyed topic. But we’d like  ^ to 
make a modest proposal. Ban all English classes 
from campus. After all, like it don’t be doing no 
good anyway nohow, like y’know?
FINANCIAL AID: Most of us here at Gripe 
Central enjoy working 40 hours a week for 20 
hours pay for minimum wage that won’t go up 
because we work for the state and financial aid 
gets cut and we’re denied student loans and our 
cars break down and ... yea, ban English classes.
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Counties to get $7.6 million 
to help poor AIDS patients
SACRAMENTO (AP) — California health officials 
said Thursday they are distributing $7.6 million in fed­
eral funds to counties to help pay the cost of the anti- 
AIDS drug AZT.
The City and County of San Francisco is receiving the 
largest single grant, $2.73 million.
The funds, part of a $30 million nationwide program 
announced earlier this year, provides money for low- 
income AIDS patien ts to receive AZT, or 
azidiothymidine, which the federal Food and Drug Ad­
ministration has approved for public use.
AZT, which state and federal health experts say is not 
a cure for AIDS but helps prolong life and fights off the 
effects of the disease, is the only anti-AIDS drug ap­
proved by the FDA.
AZT treatments cost about $10,000 per year per pa­
tient, according to Ken Kizer, director of the state 
Department of Health Services. He said the money will 
be used^ to help patients who have been prescribed the 
drug by doctors.
Sacramento dump polluting, 
killing beetle-preserving trees
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Pollution from the 
Sacramento city landfill is killing dozens of trees along 
the American River, including some planted last year to 
help preserve an endangered beatle, according to state 
and federal officials.
As a result, a state water agency has accused the city 
of violating its waste-discharge requirements and has 
urged expanded testing at the landfill east of downtown, 
bounded by the river and the business loop of 1-80.
Jack Williams, a biologist with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, said in a report published Thursday 
that dead vegetation is moving from the landfill to the 
river.
“ Everything seems to be dying — from our elderberry 
plants ... to big SO-and 60-year-old cottonwood trees to 
exotic bamboo, which is virtually impossible to kill.
The elderberry bushes were planted in November to 
provide a habitat for the valley elderberry longhorn bee­
tle, which is on the federal list of threatened or en­
dangered species.___________________________
N ation
Survey: 51 senators for, 34 
against nomination of Bork
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fifty-one senators, a majori­
ty of the U.S. Senate, say they will vote to reject Robert 
H. Bork’s elevation to the Supreme Court, while 34 
senators say they will support the nomination, a survey 
by The Associated Press shows.
Fifteen senators still have not declared publicly how 
they will vote — nine Republicans and six Democrats. It 
would take 51 votes against confirmation to defeat the 
nomination.
The AP polled all senators who had not previously 
taken a public stance.
Democratic Sens. Dale Bumpers of Arkansas, Paul 
Sarbanes of Maryland and George Mitchell of Maine to­
day added their name to the list of senators who will 
oppose the nomination.
Two of the uncommitted senators have said they are 
leaning toward approval — Republicans Robert W. 
Kasten Jr. of Wisconsin and William V. Roth Jr. of Del­
aware.
The vote generally is split along party lines.
Reagan nominates Burnley 
to succeed Dole as secretary
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan on Thurs­
day nominated James H. Burnley IV, a federal 
transportation official who has clashed with senators 
about aviation safety, to succeed Elizabeth Dole as sec­
retary of transportation.
Reagan praised Burnley’s “ longstanding interest in 
and grasp of public policy.”
In a speech to Transportation Department employees 
gathered in the Rose Garden, Reagan also announced 
that he is nominating Mimi Dawson, a former congres­
sional staff member who has been a member of the Fed­
eral Communications Commission since 1981, to succeed 
Burnley as deputy secretary of transportation.
Both nominations must be approved by the Senate.
Drew Lewis, Reagan’s first secretary of transportation 
and now chairman and chief executive officer of Union 
Pacific Corp., praised the nomination of Burnley, who 
has been deputy secretary since 1983.
“ Jim is a strong deregulator with a commitment to 
rebuild America’s infrastructure,” Lewis said.
W orld
South Korea calls sea attack 
attempt to disrupt Olympics
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — The head of South 
Korea’s governing party charged Thursday that North 
Korea deliberately sank a fishing boat to disrupt the 
1988 Seoul Olympics.
Eleven crewmen were killed in Wednesday’s attack by 
a North Korean warship on the fishing boat in interna­
tional waters, the Defense Ministry said. The gov­
ernment said it was the worst clash between the nations 
in years and the first attack on a vessel since 1974.
Roh Tae-woo, president of the governing Democratic 
Justice Party, said the communist north wanted to in­
crease tension because South Korea will not allow 
Pyongyang to co-host the Olympics.
“ All the north can do at this stage is obstruct the 
staging of the games in Seoul,” Roh told reporters.
The two Koreas technically are still at war since a 
peace treaty was never signed to conclude the Korean 
War in 1953.
Brig. Gen. Lee Hung-sik, the ministry spokesman, ac­
cused North Korea of terrorism.
Soviet scientist says monkey 
can’t do harm to spacecraft
MOSCOW (AP) — The mischievous monkey that 
freed his left paw and grabbed for whatever he could on 
an orbiting Soviet spaceship can’t cause any damage, a 
Soviet scientist said Thursday.
Rostislav A. Ruzin, a spokesman for the Soviet 
biomedical institute involved in the experiments aboard 
the flight, said there were no plans to bring the prankish 
monkey Yerosha and his fellow travelers down early.
Ruzin said in a telephone interview that Yerosha was 
“ probing with great curiosity” whatever he could reach. 
But he said the monkey is isolated in a sealed chamber 
and cannot reach any of the other chambers.
There are no plans to bring the flight back early.
Soviet press reports had raised the possibility the 
mission might be curtailed if the monkey Yerosha could 
reach switches and buttons and cause trouble for the 
mission that blasted off Sept. 29.
Five days into the flight scientists noticed on ground 
monitors that Yerosha had worked his paw free and 
removed the metal tag from his helmet.
kinko's LIVE JAZZ
HOUR PHOTO Saturday night at 8:30pm 
Presenting:
High Quality Photo Developing Available 
_______ in1.4&24 Hours
W e process 135 ,126 ,110  & Disk Film
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kinko*s
HOUR PHOTO 9 Santa Rosa(corner of Foothill & Santa Rosa)
5498979
CHOOSEYOURCOUPON
This coupon entitles you to either
• 2 prints tor the price o11 on 1 & 4 hour processing
• Free 5 x 7  with purchase of reguiar color processing
Complete
windsurfing
surfing
waterskies
skateboards
surf clothes
20 years shaping experience.
SPECIALIZING IN CUSTOM 
Sail and Surfboards
133 E. B ranch St.
A rroyo  G ra n d e
489-8788
G a te w a y  to  Lopez Lake
Jerry Grantham 
Natalie Grantham
S o n g w riter  & K eyb oard ist  
J o h n  S h effie ld  
and S a x o p h o n ist  
Tony R om ero
VN
-F ree-
Chips & Salsa and 
other appetizers!
Mon-Fri: 5-7pm 
Thurs-Sat: 10-11pm 
(When you need it the most!)
Mon-Sat—MARGARITAS 2 for 1 5-7pm
and 10-11pm Thurs-Saturday 
Monday-DRAFT BEER 1.00 
Tuesday-MEXICAN SLINGS 2 for $3.75 
Wednesday-MAI TAI 2 for $3.75 
Thursday-KAMIKAZE $1.00 
Friday-GOLD SHOTS $1.00 
Saturday-ICE TEA 2 for 1 $3.75
NIGHT OWL SPECIAL
Buy One Dinner-Get One Free
(Pay for the most expensive)
Thurs, Fri, Sat Nights-10-12pm 
975 Osos St., S.L.O. (across from the courthouse)
544-5198
SPO
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SPECIAL PURCHASE SKIW EAR
come in early 
for best selection!!
W ARM UP DOORBUSTERS
COLUMBIA  
CORE*TCX^ JACKET
9 9 9 9
MEN'S 
SKI SHELL
9499
M AIN EVENT  
FLEECE WARMUPS
Men's & 
women's^
2 4 9 9
KID'S FLEECE 
WARMUPS
Sizes;
8 • 18
1 6 ”
ATHLETICS
RAWLINGS 
RLS NCAA
Isyn. Leather I Basketball
1 9 9 9
TEN N IS
PRINCE 
GRAPHITE  
PRO 
FRAME
109J
^:CELTh* EitrciM Company
BRUTUS III 
INCLINE 
BENCH
International
Width
129»1
SPALDING 
TOP FLITE 18
Beach & Lawn 
Leather voUeyball 
Slightly blemished
2 9 9 9
EKTELON
2S0G MID
Ceramic/Craphite 
composite
EXPERIENCE
STUDENT
Nylon Daypack
1 4 9 9
RACQUETBALL
E S S E
109»»
PACIFIC SOO LB.*
INTERNATIONAL 
SET
EKTELON  
IIITERCRA MID
ceramIc/CraphIte 
Composite
1 4 » »
With 
T  Chrome Bar
159!>on Mfg prin ted Ibv
woiiclloir
BASKETBALL DOORBUSTERS
CONVERSE
PERSUADER
Sold in 
'85 for 
SS7
PONY 
IVP
Full-grain 
leather 
upper
m M 9 9
■  ^ V a pair
ADIDAS 
STRIDER 3 /4
Sold In 
■85 for
SS7
9 A 9 9
^ V a pair
BIG NIKE 
HIGH 
KID'S
sizes; 
to 6
2 4 .”
9 A 9 9
ü f a  ^ V a pair
TIGER 
DISCOVERY
Nappa 
leather 
upper
ADIDAS 
DECADE 
KID'S
Sizes; 
4 to 7
2 4 .”
BIG NIKE 
HIGH
Sold in 
'85 for
sss
9 A 9 9
^ V a pair
NIKE 
TECHNICIAN
Durable
leather
upper
9 9 9 9
H I  R ^ A  PAIR
CONVERSE 
STARSHIP 
KID'S
Sizes: 
1 to  6
■  R ^ A  PAIR
«"
LEATHER
WEIGHT
BELT
15»»
COURT & TEN N IS
TIGER MERIDIAN
Durable full-grain 
leather upper, 
EVA midsole 
with gum 
rubber 
outsole
ADIDAS TOURNAMENT
Nylon, mesh S 
leather upper, 
two color 
PU outsole. 
Sold in 
’85 for
$8S
NIKE AVENGER PLUS
Sizes: 8V -^10 
High performance 
visa canvas 
upper & PU 
outsole. 
sold in 
'85 for
$85
/^DOORBUSTERS
MEN'S & WOMEN'S
NIKE AIR 
JORDAN
BLACK/RED ONLY 
Reinforced 
leather upper, 
sold in 
■8S for 
$65
NIKE TEAM  
CONVENTION
I WNITE/REO ONLY 
Full-grain 
lA  leather upper 
with durable 
outsole.
EACH OR
REFLEX
HIKER
Durable nylon A 
~ k  suede upper, 
long wearing 
carbon rubber 
outsole.
2 4 9 9
EACH
Ouantttm * tliM MnNM to ttecli on nano •»* rotorvo tlw rtgm to rofuto talot to itoMort n«a t MattorcarO accaptad. P R K fS  GOOD TH R U  10/15/87
Copeland^s Sports
962 Monterey
LUlS O bispa 543-SlSan uis 8663
Mon-FrI 9:30-6, Ttiurs til 9, Sat 10-7, Sun 10-6
V;
"S te a k  k n ife  . . . I m ean , s c a lp e l "
m
Outstanding 
Career Opportunities
For Top Students In 
Culinary Management
Stouffer Restaurants 
Will Be
Conducting Interviews 
On Campus 
Monday, November 9.
For further information contact 
The Placement Office or Write: 
Wayne Meschke 
Stouffer Restaurants 
Corporate Circle,
30050 Chagrin Blvd.
Pepper Pike, OH 44124
Stouffer Restaurants
Equal opportunity employer_________
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hen the 
Spotlight editor 
approached me to 
do this interview, I 
must ^ dmit I was a bit 
hestitant because I 
was not familiar with 
Miracle Legion. So, the 
first thing I did was 
grap a copy of the 
band’s new album on 
Rough Trade called 
“ Surprise, Surprise, 
Surprise.”
I was familiar with 
the comparison made 
about them to REM, 
but these days 
everyone is being com­
pared to REM.
One clear theme, 
after my conversation 
with lead singer Mark 
Mulcahy, however, is 
that Miracle Legion is 
excited about playing 
in San Luis Obispo.
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Miraci« Legion
BF: What was the last band 
you saw live that made you say, 
**That’s what I want Miracle 
Legion to be like?*’
M L: Maybe Peter Gabriel ...
BF: In what sense?
ML: In the show sense and the 
sort of dynamic sense.
BF: So you want a lot of con­
tact with your audience when 
you play live?
M L: We are completely and 
totally into the audience. The 
more people there the better. But 
even if a few people are there 
who show signs of excitement, 
that can be just as good as a 
large crowd.
BF: Why do you think the 
REM/Michael Stipe comparisons 
have been made, because every 
time I’ve seen REM, Michael 
Stipe has been an introvert on 
stage. How do you explain that?
M L: To be completely honest, 
we’re a bass,drums, guitar and 
singer band. And we do look like 
them (REM) to a point. We set 
up exactly like they do, but then 
a lot of bands set up like that.
The Beatles did.
BF: What are you looking for 
in a crowd reaction? How can 
you tell if the audience is having 
a good time?
M L: First of all if there’s a 
bunch of faces in the crowd, that 
get things started. That will get 
the old adrenaline going. But, I 
hate to put complete pressure on 
the audience. That’s not fair
Miracle Legion
Story by Bruce Flohr
Music Director, KCPR
because I’m allegedly a profes­
sional entertainer at this point 
and should be able to make 
things happen the way I want 
them to happen. I’m supposed to 
be in control. People who come to 
the show are looking at me and 
asking what can we do. In a way 
that’s right, but in a way the au­
dience has to also help out. I’m 
looking at the people to see 
where they’re at and to see if we 
can get them to respond and 
possibly sing the songs they 
know. That helps me out because 
I’m the only singer and there are 
a lot of additional parts on songs 
that could be sang that make
ings sound better.
BF: I’ll see if I can learn the 
vocals to the album better and 
help you out if I get drunk 
enough.
M L: Yeah. It’s just so much 
better. We played the last couple 
of nights in Texas and the people 
there were great. They were just 
singing along, a nice look on their 
face, clapping along and ap­
plause. I might sound like an in­
secure egomaniac, but applause 
means a lot.
BF: Should the audience come 
to the show expecting to be 
entertained or intellectually 
stimulated?
M L: The best thing I can say, 
as far as someone coming to the 
actual show, is just try to be in­
volved. If you know the music 
ahead of time, it’s obviously go­
ing to be a bit better. I’m not go­
ing to dive into the audience and 
have people carry me around — 
we’re not that strange. I’m total­
ly into playing. I know that most 
of the places we’ve played since 
Atlanta, people don’t really know 
who we are. So it’s not like we’re 
coming in with an attitude think­
ing what’s wrong with these 
people, why don’t they respond. 
I’m ready to give all I can give 
and write lyrics that spill out my 
guts and we’ll play as long as 
everybody wants. That’s kind of 
the basic rule we have. We’re 
willing to do everything we can 
do and all we want back is a little 
energy.
BF: If Ray Neal was another 
guitarist who would he be?
M L: I think he’d be Jimmy 
Page right now.
BF: Would you consider Led 
Zeppelin to be a big part of 
Miracle Legion’s sound?
M L: On the drums I’d say 
definitely, and in terms of the
guitar approach I’d have to say 
Jimmy Page meets Johnny Marr 
(formerly of the Smiths).
BF: What’s the funniest thing 
that has happenned to Miracle 
Legion while on stage?
ML: Well, 1 don’t know if this 
is very funny, but our drummer 
was almost electrocuted the 
other night. We have this semi- 
elaborate light show that we’re 
traveling with. We were playing 
in Athens, and the drum riser 
must have been funny because he 
fell off the back of the drum riser 
along with all of his drums. It 
was like a bomb went off. His 
back fell into a lot of the lighting 
cords and the roady had put a 
couple pitchers of water around 
there, so he got fried pretty good 
and had some big burns on his 
stomach. I didn’t know what he 
was doing. I thought it was fun­
ny at the time and that he was 
just trying to look cool, like a 
jump fall, but he was scrambling 
to get out of there.
BF: When you first formed 
Miracle Legion were there any 
specific goals in mind and have 
those goals changed since the 
beginning?
ML: 1 would say that the goal
See MIRACLE, Spotlight page 3
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Contemporary film lacks substance
By Dawn Opstad
Specia l to  the Dally
omeone to Watch Over 
Me” is a typical movie for 
^  the 1980s. I t’s glossy, 
fast-paced and has beautiful ac­
tors in the central roles. But for 
all the contemporary emphasis 
on style, this film (as many said 
about would-be presidential con­
te n d e r  Joe B iden) lack s 
substance.
Set in New York City, Tom 
Berenger (“ Platoon’s” Sergeant 
Barnes) plays recently promoted 
detective Mike Keegan. He is 
assigned to protect Claire 
Gregory, a wealthy East Side 
sophisticate who is the sole 
witness to the murder of her 
close friend.
She must be guarded closely on 
a 24-hour basis because the 
murderer, Joey Venza (played 
with villainous facial tension by 
Andreas Katsulas) is a vengeful 
slime out to get her.
Detective Keegan is happily 
married to Ellie, charmingly por­
trayed by newcomer Lorraine 
Bracco, but subsequently 
becomes attracted to Claire dur­
ing the course of his assignment. 
This presents his central crisis: 
involvement with Claire at the 
risk of her safety, his marriage 
and career.
However, the film fails to be 
romantic because the character 
of Claire, although beautiful, is 
not particularly likeable and it’s
difficult to feel sympathy for her. 
For example, Keegan’s wife and 
son compliment him on his new 
suit and tie, required for his 
detective duties. Clair, noting 
that he will be her escort at a 
glitzy Guggenheim reception, 
asks him, “ Do you have another 
tie?” and promptly takes him to 
Bergdorf Goodman to buy one.
The tight close-up photography 
and editing (done by “ Platoon’s” 
Oscar-winning editor Claire 
Simpson) adds to the suspense of 
the scenes with Venza, as does
•  Member «1 the American 
Opiomeinc AsMK'iation
•  tyccarc Consuliani for 
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Eyeware
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•  Student Discounts
“ Vision 
W ith C a re .”
You'll like the personal 
attention we give to your total 
eye health and appearance.
You'll appreciate our friendly 
staff, expert guidance in frame 
and contact lens selection, and 
affordable fees.
Derek L. Coombs, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry 
1029 Chorro Street 
San Luis Obispo. CA 93401
543-4777
the fact that there is no music at 
the onset of tense moments.
Despite this, the plot itself is 
only a slick variation on the cop­
in-heat theme.
The slick production design 
makes the film visually engross­
ing. The contrasts drawn be­
tw een K eeg an ’s Q ueens 
background and lifestyle and 
Claire’s elegant Manhattan ex­
istence are well defined. He is a 
fish out of water in her $3 million 
apartment where he is intimi­
dated by the simple operation of 
the toaster-oven.
After Venza accosts and 
threatens Claire, he turns himself 
in to the police where Claire then 
positively identifies him as the 
murderer. Venza, however, is
BLOOM C O U N TY
released from jail on a technicali­
ty and Claire’s safety is further 
endangered.
Unfortunately, this potentially 
climactic twist is disappointingly 
thin and confusingly hasty.
The title is loosely based on the 
George and Ira Gershwin tune 
and the film has three nice ar­
rangements of it by various ar­
tists including Sting and Roberta 
Flack. The soundtrack offers a 
variety from Fine Young Can­
nibals and The Blasters to an 
aria from “ La Wally” performed 
by the London Symphony Or­
chestra.
“ Someone to Watch Over Me” 
is a slick contemporary package 
of suspense but is not full enough 
to be a memorable film.
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PIL *s record 
isn *t rotten, 
but Happy 7
By Eric Kayser
Special to the Dally
hen the Dead Milkmen 
said, “ You’ll dance to any­
thing by Public Image 
Limited,” in their song “ Instant 
Club Hit,” they must have been 
talking about this new record by 
form er Sex P isto l Johnny 
Lydon’s band, //appy?, the sixth 
studio LP, is not the PIL of old.
With the exception of Lydon, 
the band has been totally 
revamped from the last LP.
The music is catchy and me­
lodic, while being hard as it was 
on the last LP, but this album is 
definitely one for the clubs. If it 
weren’t for Lydon’s syncopated 
shriek, this album might also be 
the commercial crossover.
One can’t help but want to 
dance to the first single off the 
album “ Seattle” with its punchy 
horns. The same goes for most of 
the first side, including the R&B 
influenced “ Rules and Regula­
tions.” The use of female backup 
singers on some songs, however, 
lends a cheezy feel. The flip side 
of the album has harder sounding 
songs such as “ Save Me.”
The lyrics on both sides of the 
album are not happy as the title 
would suggest. He might not be 
Johnny “ Rotten” anymore, but 
he’s really not Johnny-Be-Good.
Word has it that PIL wants to 
release an album of newly 
recorded versions of some of the 
bands old songs. Let’s hope they 
don’t do this, because I’d hate to 
see some backup singers be- 
bopping along to “ Albatross.’
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Shortage of trombonists hits state
Joan M. Halpin, Staff Writer
DARRELL M IHO/M uttang Dally
A shortage of trombone 
players has lovers of this in­
strument singing the blues.
f rombones are playing se­cond fiddle to just about every other instrument around these days. This 
trend is causing shortages of 
tromtione players in bands and 
orchestras statewide.
“ The problem is not -just in 
San Luis Obispo,” said San Luis 
Obispo High School band direc­
tor Lyle Stubson. In the past few 
years there has been a rise in the 
popularity of the clarinet, flute 
and saxophone, but a gradual 
progression away from trombone 
and double reed instruments like 
the oboe and bassoon, he added.
There are many reasons for 
this scarcity of brass and wood­
wind musicians.
For the trombone, almost as 
many handicaps as benefits have 
contributed to its declining pop­
ularity. Some handicaps include 
size and image.
But what makes the trombone
unique is its ability to blend 
notes. Other musical instruments 
divide notes, but a trombonist 
can play “ as smooth as silk, ” 
said John Russell, a trombonist 
with the Cal Poly Jazz Band. 
“The more trombones, the richer 
and fuller the sound.”
The physical size of a trombone 
makes it hard to carry or play. It 
weighs about IS to 20 pounds 
with a case.
“ It was a drag on school 
buses,” said Russell.
“ Right in the beginning it’s 
hard to get the notes because it’s 
a big instrument and you get 
physically tired ,”  said Glen 
Rathbone, a salesman at Premier 
Music Company. “ I order 20 to 
30 music sheets for clarinets but 
only three to four sheets for the 
trombone.”
Another physical problem is 
the length of an elementary 
school child’s arms. Most
MIRACLE
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is still the same, but maybe the 
reality of reaching it has dimmed 
a little bit. I feel like I can maybe 
do something to help ... wait, 
that sounds too big. What I real­
ty want to do is just try to help 
people feel right. You see a lot of 
messed-up people and possibly 
through music they could' be 
somehow saved.
BF: Because I’m not a per­
former, I’ve never been able to 
feel how you guys feel looking 
out to a sea of unfamiliar faces 
and yet share a piece of yourself. 
What makes it worth it?
ML: I’m in it to meet people. 
I’ve been seeing a slogan a lot 
that says, “ One Planet One Peo­
ple” and that’s what I’ve always 
thought. I’m happy to meet peo­
ple, 1 really don’t have any 
qualms about this. I’m not a 
cause-type person, but I feel like 
I can sing and I feel like I can 
write and I just want to do the 
most I can. I don’t mean the 
band to be any banner-carrying 
thing. But, I like to combine as 
much seriousness with enter­
tainment as possible.
BF: It seems like it would be 
hard to go from town to town 
keeping a positive attitude to 
ensure that each show is as good 
as the last. What pushes you?
ML: Sometimes we’ll be a little 
demoralized when we get to a 
town, and we’ll see the club and 
it looks pretty ratty, the PA’s 
not right and a lot of things are 
going wrong. But we’re starting 
to learn that all that stuff 
doesn’t matter much once you 
start playing the show. We have 
to disassociate with the apparent 
problems that make the show 
look bad when we first get there 
because once we get on the stage 
the music can carry us away 
from that.
BF: What does the next album 
have in store for the band?
ML: I think the songs will be a 
little bit better, maybe a little 
more musically direct. Word 
writing is probably going to say 
the same thing for a long time. 
Hopefully the upcoming album 
will put us in a position where 
realistically we can live off this, 
because right now we’re really 
just scratching away.
I
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BF: Should listeners disect the 
album or just sit back and enjoy 
it?
ML: I don’t mind either way, 
really. It’s easy enough to just 
listen to the album, but I do 
spend a lot of time writing words 
and Ray spends a lot of time 
making up the guitar parts, so 
it’s fine if somebody wants to sit 
around and try to figure out 
what’s going on.
Who: Miracle Legion 
Where: DK’s West Indies Bar 
When: Oct. 14 at 9 p.m.
Whal else: Opening the show is 
the Bay Area-based Hard Rain 
led by Pat Winningham, brother 
to Mare Winningham known for 
her role in “ St. Elmo’s Fire.” 
Strange enough. Hard Rain was 
the band featured in that movie.
children begin to learn instru­
ments in elementary school.
Elementary-aged beginners' 
usually can’t reach the seven 
positions located on the slide of 
the trombone. They usually can’t 
extend their arms past the fifth 
position to play the last two 
notes, said Stubson.
Besides arm length problems, 
the instrument is “ heavy, large 
and conspicuous ... kids at that 
age are into kickball,” said Dan 
Fisher, another trombone player 
for the jazz band.
“ Don’t march them to death,” 
was Stubson’s advice in dealing 
with young trombonists. Trom­
bonists and other musicians, 
“ are burned-out,” he said, referr­
ing to time spent parading in a 
marching band.
“ It’s not that they are hard to 
play, it’s an image problem,” 
said Russell.
The trombone has not hit the 
mainstream because it’s not 
generally known as a solo in­
strument, like a saxophone.
“ You can hide behind a trom­
bone,” Russell said. He and 
Fisher agree an individual’s per­
sonality plays a role in what in­
strument a child will choose. A 
shy person usually starts out 
playing the trombone, they add­
ed.
Advances in technology have 
allowed Mara Stone, another jazz 
band member, to play the music 
department’s newest instrument. 
The Yamaha DX7 keyboard/ 
synthesizer produces hundreds of 
preprogrammed sounds. The 
diversity of the keyboard has an 
appeal that has overwhelmed the 
more limited trombone and many 
other instruments.
Diane Brooks, manager of the 
visual and performing arts, his­
tory and social sciences of the 
California State Department of 
Education in Sacramento, said 
Prop. 13 cut back funds used for 
teaching music.
“The arts are the first to go,” 
Brooks said. “There has been a 
decline in the number of students 
in music.”
Graydon Williams, director of 
the Cal Poly Jazz Band, is look­
ing for trombone and trumpet 
musicians. “ We’re always look­
ing for good music readers, 
someone able to improvise and 
maybe play a solo.”
TACO'BELL
RESTAURANTS POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
For Both SLO Loca tions
LOOKING FOR ENTHUSIASTIC 
STUDENTS
FULL AND PART-TIME SHIFTS AVAILABLE 
$4.50/hr to  start Full Time 
$4.00/hr to  start Part-Time 
$5.00/hr 2hr-sh ift 11:30-1:30
depending on experience 
Flexible hours to fit your schedule
A p p ly  In person: 297 Santa Rosa St., SLO
STUDIO VIDEO  C O U P O N  
EXPIRES 10 /2 6 /8 7
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ENGINEERS
ACCOUNTANTS
"OPPORTUNITY IS WHAT 
WE HAVE TO OFFER"
Guardian Industries Corp. will be on Campus 
interviewing for Engineers and Accountants on 
October 25th and October 27th. We are one of the 
top growth companies in the U.S. with a people- 
oriented, participative management philosophy 
We have positions available in our new $100 
million glass mfg. facility in the Fresno area. 
Desire candidates with BSEE, BSME, BS ACCTG. 
Excellent growth potential with comprehensive 
wages and benefit program, includes bonus. If 
a future with our company is of interest to you, 
please contact the placement center for more 
information, or call Roger Henshaw, Eric Zentner 
or Dave Slivoskey (former Cal Poly graduates) at 
1-209-896-6400. EOE M/F
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The San Luis Obispo Art Center will host 
an art exhibit called A Celebration of 
Cultures. The show will consist of art work 
I submitted by the students of Gini Allen’s art 
class, together with students of selected 
classes from other local schools. A reception 
for the show will be held at the Art Center 
¡Sunday, Oct. 11 from 3 to 5 p.m.
Photographs by Jo Ann Callls are on
■ display at the Cuesta College Art Gallery 
(located in the library). For exhibition hours I call 544-2043.
Monumental Image, featuring the works of
■ six East Coast artists rarely exhibited in 
California, will be shown through Oct. 23 in
■ the University Art Gallery located in Dexter 
iHall.
Artists in the Elfin Forest, a traveling ex- 
jhibit of the works of local artists, will be 
displayed at Linnea’s through Oct. 25.
Rae Dawn Chong. Festival Cinemas.
Roxanne — A story based on Cyrano de 
Bergerac has turned out to be a sweet 
romantic comedy that continues to charm 
audiences. Bay Theatre and Fair Oaks 
Theatre.
Someone To Watch Over Me — This 
glamarous action/romance tale of a cop with 
a moral dilemma between his career and 
marriage, or love with a wealthy and en­
dangered beauty stars Tom Berenger, Mimi 
Rogers and Lorraine Bracco. See review in 
this edition. Festival Cinemas.
Stakeout — The clever pair of Richard 
Drey fuss and Emilio Estevez peep, poke and 
manage to provide plenty of entertainment in 
this cop-out, action-comedy thriller. Festival 
Cinemas.
Surrender — This romantic comedy stars 
Michael Caine, Sally Fields and Steve Gut- 
tenberg in a story of an unfulfilled artist who 
meets a mystery novelist. Festival Cinemas.
Three O’Clock High — A nice kid faces a 
mean and nasty anarchist and has this whole 
movie to decide how to escape such a cruel 
fate. Festival Cinemas.
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My Ufo As A Dog returns
Movie listings for Madonna Theatre were 
not available at press time.
Best Seller — The literary thriller starring 
James Woods known for his roles in 
“ Against All Odds” and “ Salvadore” opens 
this weekend. Also starring is Brian Dennehy 
of “ Cocoon” and “ Silverado.” Fremont 
Theatre.
Big Shots — Two little wisecrackers try to 
recover a stolen watch and get involved in a 
cross-country adventure. Festival Cinemas.
Despair — This 1977 film will be shown 
Monday Oct. 12 at 7:30 p.m. as part of the 
continuing German New Wave Cinema 
series. Chumash Auditorium.
Dirty Dancing — Another coming-of-age 
movie that is actually a funny, knowing and 
seg look at first love and growing up. Jen­
nifer Grey is a marvel and Patrick Swayze 
makes a good hunk. Festival Cinemas.
Dragnet — Slam-bang car crashes and silly 
pagan rituals are just part of this fond 
recollection of the old show. Fair Oaks 
Theatre.
Fatal Attraction — The story of a crush 
come true and all the lurid consequences. 
Festival Cinemas and Mission Cinema.
Like Father Like Son — Dudley Moore’s 
latest about a Freaky Friday-type event 
where father and son switch bodies with the 
expected hilarious results. Festival Cinemas 
and Mission Theater.
My Life As A Dog — This year’s favorite 
foreign film is back for a limited engagement 
at the Rainbow Theatre. This wonderful 
story of a 12-year-old Swedish boys coming 
of age in the face of the death of his mother is 
engaging and not to be missed. Rainbow 
Theatre.
Near Dark — A futuristic story of a 
drifter’s voyage through post-industrial 
America, full of savage and exotic thrills. 
Festival and Mission Cinemas.
Princess Bride — Rob Reiner’s latest comic 
masterpiece spoofing fairy tales has a happy 
ending, and should be a sure hit. Festival 
Cinemas.
Principal — “ I wanna make a school out of 
this place,” says Jim Belushi in this new 
flick. Also starring is Louis Gossett, Jr. and
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employees are the latest victims of Allas 
Jack The Ripper, which will be playing Wed­
nesday through Sunday evenings until Nov. 
15. Also featured on the bill is The Scary 
Monster Vaudeville guaranteed for a scary 
thrill during this pre-Halloween season. For 
showtimes and reservations of the company’s 
special lOOth production call 489-2499.
The Fantasticks, the enduring tale of two 
young lovers continues from the San Luis 
Obispo Little Theatre. This production will 
run through Oct. 10 at the Hilltop Theatre 
(San Luis Jr. High campus). Call 543-3737 for 
more information.
Miracle Legion from Connecticut and 
special guests Hard Rain will play at DK’s 
West Indies Bar Wednesday Oct. 14 at 9 
p.m. Miracle Legion is a highly acclaimed 
guitar band often compared to REM. Tickets 
are $4 at the door.
Playing at Brubecks this weekend is San 
Luis Jazz. The music starts at 9 p.m. with a 
$1 cover charge.
At The Dark Room Saturday night is local 
favorites Dynamo Rye. The show starts at 9.
An all-girl band called Teaser will be at the 
Shenandoh this weekend. Music will begin at 
9:30 p.m. with a $2 cover charge.
Saturday at Linnaea’s will be singer Joyce 
Woodson. Admission is $4 for the perfor­
mance that begins at 8:30. And on Sunday at 
Linnaea’s is the SLO Folks, which is a free 
singalong for everybody. Everyone is also 
invited to bring instruments.
The Pacific Repertory Opera will present 
an afternoon of Mostly Mozart Sunday Oct. 
11. The performance will be held in the 
atrium of the Park Suite Hotel. Tickets are 
$10 and reservations can be made by calling 
543-2510 or tickets can be purchased at the 
door.
The San Luis Obispo Little Theatre will 
hold auditions for the casting of “ The Big 
Ballgame” Monday Oct. 12 and 13. For more 
details about this Vietnam era play call 543- 
3737.
ARTernatives will host the Repertory- 
West Dance Company of Santa Barbara 
tonight and tomorrow evenings. The event 
called, “ ASPECTS ... a Contemporary 
Movement Performance,” will be held at the 
gallery located at 955 Morro St. Tickets are 
$10 for students and $12 for general admis­
sion. Call 544-9251 for information on show 
times and ticket purchasing locations. 
ASPECTS will be the last event for ARTer­
natives at the Morro Street address.
Dimensions In Dance, Allan Hancock Col­
lege dance department’s fall performance will 
begin Oct. 14 and continue through Oct. 17. 
Each performance is at 8 p.m. with a matinee 
at 2 p.m. Oct. 17. Tickets may be reserved by 
calling 922-8313 or 1-800-221-9469. Tickets 
are priced at $6 in advance and $7 at the 
door.
Cuesta College Recreation will host a free 
Aikido demonstration Oct. 15 at 7 p.m. in 
Room 1105 on the Cuesta campus. Aikido is 
a Japanese martial art designed to provide 
self defense while avoiding conflict.
Linnaea’s will feature two slide shows this 
weekend. The first is called First Strike 
Weapons by Peter Lowesdane and will be 
shown tonight. This presentation deals with 
the threat of nuclear war.The show will begin 
at 8 p.m. and there is no admission price. On 
Monday Oct. 12, there will be slide show by 
Gaudi about turn of the century Spanish ar­
chitecture. This show begins at 8:30 and is 
also free.
On Thursday Oct. 15 there will be the In­
ternational Students Plaza Show and Food 
Sale. The festivities will begin during activity 
hour at 11 a.m. The event is sponsored by the 
Multi-Cultural Center and Student Life and 
Activities.
Typed submissions to Spotlight Calendar 
must be received by 5 p.m. Wednesday for  
consideration fo r Friday publication. Send in­
formation to Spotlight Editor, Mustang Dai­
ly, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA. 93407.
The Berkeley 
S h a k e s p e a r e  
F e s tiv a l w ill 
open Cal Poly’s 
stage series with 
its presentation 
o f  Henry V 
Thursday and 
Friday, Oct. 15 
and 16. Curtain 
time is 8 p.m.. Tickets 
are available at the Cal Poly 
Theatre Ticket Office or by 
phone at 756-1421.
Hnnry V
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CHEMICALS
From page 1
the Air Force to change routes to 
avoid populated areas, consider 
relocating the manufacturing 
plant and ship the chemical in 
the form of a non-volatile gel.
Fifty parts per million of 
nitrogen tetroxide is “ im­
mediately dangerous to life and 
health,” and lethal doses can be 
inhaled without much irritation, 
he said.
“ You could be exposed to it 
right now and not know it and 
then go home and die tonight or 
next week,” he said.
The Air Force “ thinks they’re 
handling this with adequate 
care,” Millar said. “ Frankly, they 
don’t want the public attention. 
They just want it to be shipped 
through like it’s peanut butter.”
The chemical, which is used as 
an 'oxidizer in several rockets, is 
manufactured by Vertac Chemi­
cal Corp. in Vicksburg, Miss., 
and is shipped by private truck­
ing companies under Air Force 
contract.
Millar said recent shipments 
have occurred at the rate of two 
or three per month. He said the 
Air Force has estimated that by 
1995 shipments will average 
about 50 a year, but that he be­
lieved the number could go as 
high as 80 per year as the space 
shuttle resumes flights and the 
Strategic Defense Initiative, 
known popularly as Star Wars, 
begins development.
The sh ip m en ts  go to 
Vandenberg Air Force Base; 
Kennedy Space Center -at Cape 
Canaveral, Fla.; the Martin 
Marietta Corp. in Denver; White 
Sands proving grounds in New 
Mexico and Aerojet Technical 
Systems in Sacramento.
PROJECT
From page 1
give the man in the booth, elec­
tronics professor Gary Gran- 
neman, a readout of the amount 
of movement and stress in the 
wall.
From his testing, Rihal has 
discovered the main reason walls 
and structures have collapsed — 
a recent discovery he calls “ one 
of the most important design 
problems today,” that will give 
designers another factor to con­
sider.
“ Connections are the weak 
link,” he said, “ and they will 
determine how an earthquake af­
fects a building.”
He means the -inch threaded 
steel rods which connect a clad­
ding (an outside portion of a wall) 
to the rest of the building. The 
rods absorb a certain amount of 
push and pull from a quake. But 
after a certain amount of move­
ment, the rods snap and the 
claddings, which then sometimes 
rotate 180 degrees, Rihal said, 
fall away from the building.
Rihal said designers have 
always just assumed that build­
ing walls, which are secured at 
their bases, are strong and 
massive enough to hold up in an 
earthquake. The data from his 
study, he said, will show design­
ers the importance of strong 
supports at the top of claddings.
His studies of earth motion an 
its effects on buildings has also 
further unveiled a geological 
reality: that the period of earth 
motion is different beneath dif­
ferent regions.
Rihal said his study, as well as 
studies conducted by other 
universities, will have a long- 
needed impact on the design field 
— so much so, he said, that the 
School of Engineering may soon 
offer a course in connections as 
part of a proposed structural 
engineering master’s program.
Since the study of connections 
in earthquakes is a new field, he 
said, a new breed of engineers 
will come out of school with this 
new knowledge of design.
“ That should make buildings 
safer,” Rihal said, “ and that’s 
the objective.”
This Week
COMPUTER BOOK FAIR
Save 20% on the Latest Books 
From
Addison-Wesley and Sybex
Books on Sale 
October 5th-9th
EIGarial Bookstoie
MTHCUMVERSI1VUMONBUN.OMO MON. FHI. 7;4S4:30: SAT 10:30-2:30
At Wm. Randolph's Rostaurant
Oct. 8, 9, 10,
AL LUBEL
One Show Thurs. 9 p.m.
Two Shows Fri. & Sat. 8 & lO p.m.
Tickets $6 at the door
Have Dinner at Wm. Randolph's and "The Joke's oh Them ! " 
Complimentary Tickets Available for Dining Patrons
Sun, and Thurs. Nights 1/2 Price with Vaiid CAL Poly I.D.
M ake Reservations 
N ow  —  543-3333
1850 Monterey St., San Luis Obispo
AST CHANCE
TO SIGN UP FOR 
THE LOW PRICE OF:
9 MONTHS 145
GYM & AND AEROBICS 
NEW MEMBERS ONLY 
(LIFECYCLE, MINIMAL FEE)
Our Facilities
•8000 sq ft. facilltyNautilus.Protron. World Class & Universal Machines'Over 10,000 lbs of free weights*Extensive aerobic schedule taught by highly qualified instructors*Child care available'Free personalized fitness progranrMen's & Women's lockers and showers. \L
ABSOLUTELY ENDS SUNDAY!
-Serving San Luis Obispo Country 7 years & Running
m
X
Gary Qranneman monitars the strasaes on the wall.
\  ' ^ Located at 
717 Higuera
544-7775
Al : mi
SAN LUIS FEED (R JM I’AN'i
STUDENT '
SIESTA f 
SPECIAL:
Show student I.D. weekoays ^
between 2-5:00 and get ^   ^ ^  ^
10% OFF any purchase. ^
\
^ _______
(Not good with another 
offer.)
Cork 'N Bottle
Liquor Store
"The Store with the Right Spirit"
Cork
Hours: 7am - Midnight Thurs, Fri, Sat 
7am -11 pm Sun - Wed
774 Foothill Blvd • 543-8673
Coors Rg/Lt 12 pk Bottles
$3.99
Price only good with coupon. While 
supplies last. One coupon per customer.
EXPIRES 10/15/87.
Cork N Bottle 774 Foothill Blvd. 543-8637
Coors Reg 1/2 bri kegs $ 2 9 . 9 9
(this is not a misprint!)
Cork N Bottle is the King of Kegs!
Price only good with coupon. While supplies last. 
One coupon per customer. No deliveries.
EXPIRES 10/15/87.
774 Foothill Blvd. 543-8637
J Pull out the Spotlight section of M USTANG J 
i  DAILY each Friday and save it through the t  
J weekend for local entertainm ent features J 
♦ and listings.________ / *
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SANDS LIQUOR & DELI 
Mustang Player of the Week
i _ U I
Edward Geraro 
Defensiv
Tonn Sullivan 
Offensive
Damon bnowsi 
Special Teams
SPORTSBRIEFS
Soccer team wins league opener
The Cal Poly men’s soccer 
team opened its California Col­
legiate Athletic Association 
season Wednesday by whipp­
ing Cal State Bakersfield, 4-0.
Dan Campbell scored three 
goals to double his season total 
and Dan Tobias added another. 
The Mustangs (4-3-1 overall) 
will take on Cal State Dom­
inguez Hills 7 p.m. Saturday in
Mustang Stadium.
The Cal Poly women’s 
cross-country team will split 
its squad Saturday, sending 
some runners to the Davis In­
vitational and others to the 
Northridge Invitational.
The Lady Mustangs finished 
seventh at last weekend’s 
Stanford Invitational, the 
premier invitational in the na­
tion. Gladees Prieur was the 
top Cal Poly finisher, crossing 
the line in 19th place.
Head coach Lance Harter 
said the Lady Mustangs could 
have finished higher had he not 
underestimated the importance 
of the start of the race.
Cal Poly is the top-ranked 
team in Division II and holds 
the No. 10 spot in Division I.
SA NI )8
1 i ( |  u  ( )  c  I i
1930 A Monterey st. 549-8101 
In front of Sands Motel & next to 
Wm. Randolph's
HOME OF THE BREW CREW.
S IM P L V  R E D
A N D
ALSO APITARINt'i
DANNY W ILSON
ARLINGTON THF.ATKI 
S an ta  Barbara
8 PM 
TUESDAY 
OCTOBER
w O R L D  T Q U R  1987
SCHEDULE
FRIDAY
□ Volleyball Monthly Invita­
tional, 5:30 and 7:30 p.m., Main 
Gym.
SATURDAY
□ Cal Poly Duel, 9 a.m., crop 
science unit.
□  Women’s cross country at 
Northridge Invitational, 10 a.m.
□ Women’s cross country at 
Davis Invitational, 10 a.m.
□ Football at Hayward State, 1 
p.m., Hayward.
□  Volleyball Monthly Invita­
tional, 5:30 and 7:30 p.m.. Main 
Gym.
□ Soccer vs. Cal State Dom­
inguez Hills, 7 p.m.. Mustang 
Stadium.
Mustang Daily
Tickets dvdildble st outlets: Arlington Thestre Box Office,
Captain Video, Morninglory Music, all May Co., and Music Plus Stores. 
To charge by phone: (805) 583-8700. ^
Express your 
opinion 
in a Idler 
10 ihe ediior
M u s t a n g  D a i l y  Classified Advertising Order Form
Please Attach Your Check to This FormGraphic Arts Bldg #226 San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Name_________________________
S tree t_________________________
City_______________________Zip
Amount Paid$ 
Check #
Date
Telephone_____
Social Security #_
Ad Starts Times to run
Ads turned in by 10 AM
Monday ...................................
Tuesday ...................................
Wednesday ...................................
Thursday ...................................
Friday ...................................
Check appropriate classification:
may start running on:
1 Campus clubs 17 Typing
3 Announcements 19 Miscellaneous
5 Personals 21 Travel
7 Greek News 23 Ride Share
9 Events 25 Opportunities
11 Lost & Found 27 Employment
13 Wanted 29 For Sale
15 Services 31 Stereo Equipment
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
33 Mopcds & Cycles 
35 Bicycle 
37 Automobiles 
39 Roommates 
41 Rental Housing 
43 Homes for Sale 
45 Other
AD RATES
Ad runs 1-3 days 
4-5 days 
6+ days
$1.10 per line per day 
$ 1.00 per line per day 
$ .90 per line per day
To Calculate Cost of Ad: (2-Line Minimum Per Day)
fl 14 Point Lettering, count as 2 lines (Max 20 characters per line)
^  2 - 4  P O m t  count as 4 lines (Max 10 characters per line)
_ X $ . .per lineNumber of lines_______
$__________ X__________ number of days ad runs = $.
Plus extra charges (see below), if any + = $.
=  $ .
Total Amount Due 
tiBoldface $1 Extra Per Day
=  $ .
Classified Advertising Policies
All advertising copy and materials are subject to acceptance by the Mustang Daily General Manager. 
The General Manager reserves the right to reject all or any portion of the copy or an submitted 
at any lime prior to publication, even if material has previously been accepted or published.
W rite your ad copy here
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Lady Mustangs host Volleyball Monthly Invitational
Weekend games a turning 
point for slumping Poly
Green-faced fans 
to be rewarded for 
boisterous loyalty
By Elmer Ramos
Sports Edito r
The Volleyball Monthly In­
vitational is one of the Cal Poly 
volleyball team’s biggest fund­
raisers of the year, but head 
coach Mike Wilton is willing to 
sacrifice a few dollars for the 
sake of seeing green-faced fanat­
ics fill the stands.
Ticket takers will waive the $2 
admission fee for all students 
wearing green face paint to
All students wearing 
green face paint wlH 
be admitted free to 
Saturday’s match
Saturday’s match. Fans who 
complement the green with some 
yellow will be, well, very highly 
thought of.
“ It’s good to be home this 
weekend,’’ said Wilton. “ We 
really need our sails pumped up 
by all of our fans. It will take 
getting those guys with the 
green faces out there making 
some noise.’’
He was referring to pseudo 
lyiartians who have occupied the 
front seats along the midcourt 
line the past few matches. In last 
week’s game against UC Santa 
Barbara, the fans mocked the 
Gauchos by rating their serves 
See GREEN, page 8
DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Muttang Dally
Karen Anderaon leads Poly In blocks and hitting percentage.
By Elmer Ramos
Sporta Editor
This weekend’s Volleyball 
Monthly Invitational could be a 
crucial turning point for the 
slumping Cal Poly volleyball 
team, which needs to gain 
momentum going into the second 
half of the season.
The Lady Mustangs (9-6 
overall, 2-5 in the Pacific Coast 
Athletic Association) have lost 
four of their last five matches. 
They will have a chance to end 
the slide when they host Col­
orado State, Pepperdine and 
Louisiana State Friday and 
Saturday in the Main Gym.
Cal Poly, ranked 18th in the 
nation, has never won the 3- 
year-old invitational. But head 
coach Mike Wilton has made 
clear his goal for this season’s 
version.
“ I expect to win this tourna­
ment,’’ he said. “ I’ve already 
challenged the team. There are 
certain games we have to win to 
continue into postseason play 
and this tournament includes 
two of those games. I think they 
(Lady Mustangs) know what 
they have to do to go to NCAA 
(playoffs).’’
Despite the Lady Mustangs’ 
slump, Wilton said he remains 
optimistic. After all, he said, the 
recent losses were to top-20
FRIDAY
□ Colorado State vs. Pepper­
dine, 5:30p.m.
□ Cal Poly vs. Louisiana State, 
7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
□  Losers, 5:30 p.m.
□ Winners, 7:30 p.m.
squads; two of them were to No. 
1 Pacific, the defending national 
champions.
“ I don’t consider it a losing 
streak,’’ Wilton said. “ I call the 
losses to Pacific a learning 
streak. In most of those matches 
we played well. They were tough 
matches that we were not 
favored to win.’’
On paper, it appears the Lady 
Mustangs may not favored to 
win the tournament, either. If 
the opening matches follow the 
logic of national rankings. No. 6 
Colorado State will defeat No. 19 
Pepperdine and No. 18 Cal Poly 
will beat unranked Louisiana 
State. That would pit the Rams 
against the Lady Mustangs in 
the finals.
Cal Poly will be without two 
freshman starters who have back 
injuries: middle blocker Morgan 
Cecil and outside hitter Kerry 
House. Michelle Hansen and Lori 
Saling, who have been sick, are 
questionable.
C L A S S I F I E D
ASI CONCERTS presents
Fishbone
Sunday Oct. 18 8pm Chumash Aud. tix avail: 
UU PLAZA, BOO BOO’S_________________
PROFESSIONAL DINNER
PLACE/TIME: 1865 OCT t7  6:30PM 
SPEAKER: GARY ALSTOT REG, MGR.
OF GUIBERSON OIL
TOPIC: MKTG & INTN'L BUSINESS
TICKET SALES: GENERAL MEETING
SCE CAR WASH
SATURDAY SEPT 10 
AT THE CHEVRON STATION 
ACROSS FROM TACO BELL 
ON SANTA ROSA
LEARN LEADERSHIP SLILLS !!
GET INVOLVED WITH SPECIAL ASI COM­
MITTEES. SEE LINDA LEE IN UU217A OR 
CALL TOM AT 544-1437 DEADLINE IS FRI, 
OCT 9.
BERKELEY
SHAKESPEARE 
FESTIVAL IN
HENR5
Oct. 15&16 
CAL POLY THEATRE 
FOR RESERVATIONS 
CALL 756-1421
CAL POLY GAY ~  
PEOPLE
The 1 St fall down/drag out party 
will be on Sat. Oct 10. Come and be 
counted as one who needs a break.
For more info call 546-9035.
CAR WASH
Saturday Oct. 10th 9-3 
Madonna Road Shell 
Veterinary Science Club
COMPUTER BOOK FAIR 
SAVE 20% - NEWEST & BEST COMPUTER 
BOOKS FROM ADDISON-WESLEY AND 
SYBEX • OCT 5-9 -EL CORRAL__________
Continue your scouting relation­
ship through the Cal Poly Eagle 
Scout Association! Also, a county 
-wide BBQ Fri, Oct.9, Old Mission 
Church, SLO ^  per person.
Contact Santa Lucia Area Council
office, 1123 Mill, Ph.543-5766_____________
DO YOU CARE ABOUT YOUR UU?
VtWNT TO DEVELOP LEADERSHIP SKILLS? 
GET INVOLVED AND JOIN THE UNION EX­
ECUTIVE COMMITTEE. PICK UP AN APPLI­
CATION FROM LINDA LEE IN UU 217A. 
DEADLINE IS THURS OCT 15____________
DONT THINK TWICE, IT’S ALRIGHT. If you 
haven’t played or listened to that LP or cas­
sette recently, then trade it in at Cheap Thrills 
for something different. Cash or credit for 
your unfavorite LPs, Cassettes, and CDs at 
Cheap Thrills Records, 879 Higuera
ROSE FLOAT CLUB
ROSE SALE
YOU CANT GET THEM FOR LESS!
FRIDAY OCT 9 UU PLAZA 10AM-3PM
SLO CO REVUE
Coming in just 4 days
Tuesday Oct 13 8-11 pm
Sandwich Plant, presented by
ASI FINE ARTS_________________________
THE 60’S ARE BACK.PEACE, SIGNS, LEN­
NON SHADES, TIE-DIES, POSTERS BLACK- 
LITES. THE SUB 879 HIGUERA
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS­
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD­
VANCE.
$200 REWARD
Silver and blue Elite 150 Scooter stolen from 
Health Center parking lot between 8 and 10 
pm Sat the 3rd Reward for INFO Leading to 
recovery CONTACT MIKE at 541-4469
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
’A FRIEND FOR LIFE’
Lose 10-29lbs in 30days guaranted Call Chris 
543-8172_______________________________
Party Anim alsIFor erotic enter-tain - 
ment,Kattalena strips772-5809
ALPHA PHI ACTIVES
ARE THE GREATEST 
LOVE, THE PI’S
AXO,G-PHI-B,AGR,DT 
■OKTOBERFEST ’87’ 
Get Psyched!
DELTA TAU
PRESENTS THE 25th ANNUAL
LITTLE SISTER RUSH. A NEW BEGINNING 
ON OUR SILVER ANNIVERSARY.RUSH
BEGINS FR110/2 TOGA 10/6 A NITE IN THE 
TROPICS 10/7 WINE&CHEESE 10/8 INTER- 
VIEWS(INVITE) 10/9 PINNING/PARTY
Get Psyched for
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Little Sister Rush!
Starts Monday, October 12 
Contact a Brother or Little 
Sister for details. _________
Hey Beta Theta Pi,
Get Psyched to Rage at the TG Friday After­
noon!
Love Alpha Chi
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
LITTLE SISTER RUSH
Wed Oct. 14 Slide Show 
7:30pm
Further Events TBA
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
LITTLE SISTER 
RUSH
TUES 10/6 7:30 AT HOUSE 
FRI 10/9 LUAU/TG 4:00 AT HOUSE 
SAT 10/10 WORKSHOP 12:00-3:00
1617 SANTA ROSA ST 544-9913
BUS L BASH - TONIGHT!! 
CALL 541-4344 for details
FUN CRAFT CLASSES AVAILABLE!!! Stop 
by your UU Craft Center for B/W Photo,bike 
repair,woodworking and morelRelax and get 
creative!!_______________________________
LIVINGSTON CRAIG GHIDOSSI 
MINER CHARBONNEAU BANS 
NEWBY PARROTT CHANEY
Watch the Mens Cross Country team com­
pete at home 9am Oct 10&17 at the Crops 
Sci Unit on Highland Dr
FOUND: small cassette stero recorder/player. 
No headphones. Call jake at El Corral Book- 
store to ID______________________________
Lo s t  Levi jkt holes in back pins on frnt sentmtl 
vai RWRD 528-6531
$10-$660 WEEKLY/UP MAILING C IRC­
ULARS! RUSH SELF-ADDRESSED STAM­
PED ENVELOPE: DEPT AN-7CC-BA,9300 
WILSHIRE, SUITE 470, BEVERLY HILLS, 
CA. 90212
PART-TIME SECRETARY Looking for a re- 
sponsible person to fill a patr-time job as a 
secretary Must ballance check statements 
and file receipts Well groomed,cheer-ful, good 
with people Learn how to answer telephones 
We will train Please inquire in person Tele­
phone number for appointments is 541-2957 
or 544-7979 Ask for Tim or Melissa.________
^ N T E D :  30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE 
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 30 LBS 
IN 30 DAYS. GUARANTEED! 481-1128
•**FREE***FREE***FREE***
ATTIC INSULATION WEATHERSTRIPPING 
W4TERHEATER BLANKETS-SPONSORED 
BY SO CAL GAS CALLENERGY 544-4355 
•MICKI & HELEN*_______________________
CAR TROUBLE ?
Bowman’s Services 
541-4919
__________ On Campus Service___________
IF YOU NEED IT NOW WE DELIVER! T- 
SHIRT PRINTING-HIGH QUALITY- LOW 
PRICES- CHEAP T’S 995-2560___________
IMPORTANT INFO:
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY 
CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN 
ADVANCE
I’m still typing. For work You can trust, call 
Susie. 528-7805 Thanks__________________
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING Fast/Cheap 
Revisions Spell Check Computer Education 
Svcs. 528-5049_________________________
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING 
Rona, laser printer wlOOplus fonts 
9am-6pm,MSat,Student rates, 544-2591
CORRECTION:
THE DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED ADS 
IS 10:00AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE, NOT 
12:00 NOON.
POLY ROYAL IS
BACK
With a 56th annual theme contest. Think of 
a winning entry, and along with your name 
and phone no.; drop it off at UU info desk, 
UU214 or the Library. Prizes for winner
CONVENIENT ON- 
CAMPUS EMPLOY­
MENT!
LEARN LIFETIME SKILLS...
GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCES... 
FLEXABLE SCHEDULES... WE WILL WORK 
AROUND YOUR CLASS SCHEDULE AND 
Q U A R TER  BREAK SCHED- 
ULE.OPPORTUNITIES 
AVAILABLE IN BAKING,COOKING,
SALAD PREP,CUSTOMER SERVICE, 
VyAREHOUSING, CUSTODIAL SERVICES, 
DISH WASHING AND CLERICAL WORK. 
APPLY WITH FOUNDATION FOOD SERV­
ICE
AREA SUPERVISOR OF YOUR CHOICE 
OR CALL 756-1175 FOR MORE 
INFORMATION_________________________
EARN SHUNDREDS WEEKLYS IN YOUR 
SPARE TIME. UNITED SERVICES OF AMER­
ICA IS LOOKING FOR HOMEWORK-ERS 
TOPERFORM MAIL SERVICES. INCENTIVE 
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE. FOR MORE IN­
FO RM ATIO N. SEND A LARGE SELF- 
ADDRESSED. STAMPED ENVELOPE TO 
USA 24307 MAGIC MTN. PKWY, SUITE 
;306. VALENCIA, CA. 91355
EMT-IA’s
SAN LUIS AMBULANCE is accMtina appli­
cations for part-time, on-call EMT-IAa.Flex- 
ible hours.CALL KANDA KENYON-MON-FRI- 
543-2737 EOE__________________________
LOOKING FOR A FEW HARD WORKING 
PEOPLE AT OSOS ST SUBS. ANY POSI- 
TION OPEN. APPLY IN PERSON_________
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA is now accepting 
applications for delivery help. Earn good money 
at a fun place to work. Apply in person at 
1015 Court St SLO
ALL MEN’S WALKSHORTS $5.00 OFF  
WOMEN’S SPORTSWEAR 40% OFF AT THE 
SEA BARN IN AVILA BEACH_____________
Complete darkroom $150 
Mamlya C33 and meter $125
FOR SALE SILVER FOX MARRETTI 
MOPED; ALL CHROME, PERFECT COND, 
1015 MILES, NEW TIRES $250 LET’S 
TALK 995-3289_________________________
HAVE TO SELL-NEW BEAUTIFUL BLUE 
AND WHITE JOG MOTOR SCOOTER 
PERFECT CONDITION. ONLY RUN 15 Ml 
MUST SEE $650 FIRM 995-3289_________
McIntosh Plus w/20Meg Harddisk Imagewriter 
Printer Excel Jazz and other software $2400 
Call Andy 544-4361
MICROWAVE 700watt Kenmore
digital $150 Jeff at 541-2839______________
MINI BOOK LITES
STUDENTS.Avid Readers.lnsomniacs, Do 
you want to read at night with out disturbing 
others? We have a limited supply of Mini 
Book Lites available by mail. This delux model 
has a battery pack and an alternate A/C con­
verter.This Book Lite is com-
pact,convenient.prac-tical and makes a won­
derful gift. Compare at $29.95.Our price only 
$8.95 and we’ll pay sales tax and ship­
ping.Send check or money or-der to Coast 
Wholesale, Book Lite Offer, PO Box 610 Santa 
Margarita CA 93453. Allow 2 to 4 weeks for 
delivery________________________________
PUPS FOR SALE xint working K9 BW 8Wk 
1 shots wormed 5498264 5413493
SOFA 90in, excell cond. 
Call 544-8819 Fri-Mon
seats 3-4 $80 00
1983 HONDA VT500FT ASCOT Low miles 
recently tuned, runs great. Black with new 
Metzeler tires. With helmet, $1000. A great 
deal. Call Matt at 544-4329 or 756-1143.
1976 HONDA 550 FOUR RUNS GOOD $250 
CALL DARREN 544-3582________________
1976 HONDA XL350 CLEAN GREAT TRANS­
PORTATION $250 541-5887
BLUE SCHWINN TRAVELER 10 SPEED 
22 INCHES GOOD COND $95 00 528- 3859 
OR 541-1446
1973 SUPERBEETLE SUNROOF. RAD 
STERO. GREAT COND. ORIG. OWNER 
JAMES 543-1188 LEAVE MESSAGE
DEPENDABLE CAR 30MPG A/C 4-DOOR 
80 CHEVETTE $1200 OBO 461-1648 EVES 
AFTER 5:30 OR WEEKENDS
2 ROOMMATES Needed New Condo only
3 minute walk to school.W asher/
dryer,microwave well furnished ! am ready 
to negot.$ Will have to share room but will 
be cheap.______________________________
Female Rmmte n/s Pinecreek Condos $275 
own room wash/dry micro etc. CALL 541- 
4936__________________________________
Rm to share 40 yds from Poly Grt place Call 
Brian/John 544-5843
DRY CREEK APARTMENTS
Starting at $395. Low Security Deposits. Phone 
Daily 9am-6pm. 238-4080 1227 Corral Creek 
PR.
BUYING A HOUSE?For a free list of all the 
affordable houses/condos for sale in SLO 
including condos near poly, call Steve Nelsor 
543- 8370, Farrell Sm^h.inc.leave msg
Condos & Homes for sale informatio n packe’ 
available on campus Call Marguerite C21 541
3432 ___________________________
FREE LIST of condos & houses for sale ir 
SLO. County Properties Call Mary Lou, Real 
tor. 543-0803
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with scorecards, a la Olympics.
And a few days before that, the 
greenies terrorized Pacific middle 
blocker Mary Miller by moaning, 
“ Maaaareeee, Maaaareeee,”  
every time she stepped to the 
service line. The fact that the 
other fans stomped their feet, 
waved their arms and shrieked 
full volume while Miller was ser­
ving did not help her, either.
Pacific head coach John Dunn­
ing had this to say: ‘T m  glad to 
get out of here for another year. 
This is a very tough place to play 
with that crowd. They had our 
freshman (Cathey Scotian) pretty 
rattled.”
In comparison. Pacific’s home 
crowd in Stockton could be com­
pared to an audience at a chess 
match. Despite having the best 
team in the nation to cheer for, 
the fans exert little vocal and 
physical energy.
“ Cal Poly is considered the 
Duke of volleyball,” said Wilton. 
“ We have absolutely the best 
fans anywhere.”
The boisterous basketball fans 
of Duke University, well known 
for their obnoxiousness and ir­
reverence, have been christened 
“ The Animals” by NBC color 
commentator A1 Maguire. The 
guacamole-faced fans of Cal Poly 
also should have a name, said 
Wilton, who is open to sugges­
tion.
Even though the Mustangs 
stand to lose some money from 
Saturday’s promotion, Wilton 
said the invitational remains 
potentially the team’s biggest 
fund-raiser. All proceeds will go 
to the volleyball program, which 
will apply some of the revenue to 
out-of-state scholarships.
The university provides the 
team 12 in-state scholarships. 
Wilton, however, wants to widen 
his recruiting scope and sign 
prep stars from around the na­
tion. To do so, he must have the 
funds to cover out-of-state tui­
tion fees.
“ The level of volleyball is go­
ing up around the country,” he 
said. ‘‘If we stay in the state, 
we’re limiting ourselves. We’ll 
always be third or fourth or 
ninth.”
Wilton hopes to land an 
Arizona pair who should be 
visiting campus this month.
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Annual race pits Cal Poly 
against Cal Poly in a duel
By Heidi Linkenbach
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TOM HENDERSON/Spaclal to tha Dally
Cal Poly finished seventh at the Notre Dame Invitational last weekend.
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 
faces Cal Poly, Pomona Saturday 
in the second annual Cal Poly 
Duel.
The race  betw een  the  
Mustangs and the Broncos will 
be run at 9 a.m. on a course that 
begins next to the crop-science
CROSS COUNTRY
unit and finishes near the poultry 
unit.
The reason behind the meet, 
the brainchild of San Luis Obispo 
head coach Tom Henderson, is 
twofold: to highlight the rivalry 
between the Cal Poly campuses 
and to revive the competition of 
the dual meet.
‘‘The main point of this race to 
to get our people, at this time of 
year, back into man-to-man 
competition,” he said. ‘‘Runners 
come out of high school very 
competitive because they have 
been running in dual meets 
throughout their high-school 
careers. Then they get to college 
and the collegiate cross-country 
schedule has them running eight 
meets, all invitationals with 
200-plus runners, making it hard 
to go man-to-man. This alone can 
slow ly  d e s tro y  the  co m ­
petitiveness of the athlete.”
Last year’s race was won by 
Bronco Eddie T oro. The 
Mustangs swept the second, 
third and fourth places, but the
Broncos captured the fifth 
through eighth places to win the 
meet, 27-28. The decision came 
down to No. 4 Mustang Robin 
DeSota and No. 5 Bronco Paul 
Gianetto, both vying for eighth 
place. Gianetto edged DeSota to 
clinch the victory.
‘‘This was the classical dual 
meet,” said Henderson. ‘‘We 
couldn’t have gotten any closer.
It was an incredible race.”
This year, Henderson thinks 
his team has a shot at sweeping 
the top five spots.
‘‘Our first five guys are up 
there and Eddie Toro is redshir- 
ting this year,” he said.
Pomona head coach Jim Sacket 
said: ‘‘SLO will be very tough. 
They have five seniors and two 
juniors to our three seniors and 
four freshmen, so they are very 
much a veteran team.”
In order to boost competition, 
there is an extra element in the 
race. Runners are pitted against 
each other. No. 1 man against 
No. 1 man and so on. The losers .| 
must forfeit their jerseys to the 
winners, an idea borrowed from 
crew tradition.
After last year’s race, the 
Mustangs returned with seven of 
the Broncos’ 10 jerseys. A 
perpetual trophy also goes to tl\e 
winning team.
Competition gets underway at 
8 a.m. with a 5-mile fun run, 
designed to get spectators out to 
the dual. There is a $1 entry fee 
for each participant. Both races 
will be run on the same course.
Baubles and Bangles 
Jewelry Sale
October 7-9
E IG D n o ll^ i^ B o o k s to ie
You’ve learned 
the limits oi 
technology, 
now start 
breaking them.
The limits oi technology are 
opportunities tor growth at 
Logicon. Consider joining one 
oi our talented teams, explore 
your personal potential and  
push beyond the limits oi 
today's technology in space, 
missile, aeronautical and  
mission planning systems.
At Logicon, we are leaders in 
systems and soitware engineer­
ing and we provide high 
technology services to the 
government. li you are about 
to graduate in Engineering, 
Math, Computer Science or 
Physics, consider joining us in 
supporting some oi the highest 
priority programs in the coun­
try. We are headquartered in 
San Pedro, Caliiornia and have 
additional oiiices in Utah, Ohio, 
Rhode Island, Massachusetts, 
Colorado and Washington, D.C.
Visit with o\u Representatives: 
W ednesday, O ctober 21, 1987
We are looking iorward to 
meeting with you. But ii you are 
unable to attend, please send 
your resume to;
Logicon,
255 W. 5th Street, Dept CPSLO 
San Pedro, CA 90733.
U S. Citizenship required tor most positions 
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V
LOGICON
